Chronic Migraine: Burden, Comorbidities, and Treatment
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Abstract

Chronic migraine (CM) is defined as headache occurring on 15 or more days per month for more than three months, which, on at least 8 days per month, has the features of migraine headache. In the International Classification of Headache Disorders, CM is defined as a separate entity and the presence of drug overuse headache is removed from being an exclusion criterion. CM accounts for more than 10% of all migraine patients and includes the group with the most prominent disease-related disability. Diagnosis is often overlooked and most patients do not receive appropriate treatment. CM is associated with social and economic burdens such as frequent use of health services, drug overuse, and significant disruption to work and school life. Compared with episodic migraine, more frequent comorbid disorders are important in migraine chronicity, treatment, and course. With appropriate treatment in CM, it is possible to increase the quality of life of the patient and to reduce the social economic burden associated with migraine. In this review, the disease burden of CM, accompanying comorbid diseases, and current treatment options are reviewed.
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Öz

Kronik migren (KM) aylarda 15 gün veya daha fazla ağırların ağırları 3 aylık uzun süredir devam etmesi ve 8 veya daha fazla gün baş ağrısının migren özellikleri taşıması ile tanımlanmaktadır. Uluslararası Baş Ağrısı Düzenlemesi (ICHD) yapısında KM ayrı bir antite olarak tanımlanmış ve ilaç aşırı kullanımı baş ağrısı olarak bir dışlama kriteri olmaktan çıkmıştır. KM tüm migren hastalarının %10'dan fazlasını oluşturmaktadır ve hastalığın işlevselliğini önemli ölçüde azaltığına da işaret eder. KM'de uygulan tedavi yeteneği en belirgin olduğu grupu içerir. Doğru ve doğru şekilde uygulanan tedavi, hayatın baş kısmının sosyal ve ekonomik yük olmadığını iddia etmektedir. KM, migrenin kronifikasyonunda ve tedavisinde önemli rol oynar. KM'de uygulanan tedavi yeteneği en belirgin olduğu grupın en belirgin olduğu kadınlarda, tedavisinde ve sosyaldaki önemlidir. KM'de uygulanan tedavi yeteneği en belirgin olduğu grupın en belirgin olduğu kadınlarda, tedavisinde ve sosyaldaki önemlidir. KM'de uygulanan tedavi yeteneği en belirgin olduğu grupın en belirgin olduğu kadınlarda, tedavisinde ve sosyaldaki önemlidir.
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Introduction

Migraine is a neurologic disorder characterized by frequent recurrent, throbbing headache episodes and accompanying symptoms, and it is associated with significant loss in quality of life and workforce. The diagnosis is based on the International Classification of Headache Disorders (ICHD-3 beta) diagnostic criteria published in 2013. Chronic migraine (CM) is defined as a separate entity in the final classification by the fact that it has unique pathophysiologic features, and drug overuse was removed from the exclusion criteria in the recently published diagnostic criteria.
and depression is a well-known risk factor for migraine chronicity. Frequently reported in patients with migraine with aura and CM, in CM (8.6-47.9%) and the migraine-depression relation is important in the treatment of migraine, especially in the case of recognition and effective management of comorbidities have an adverse effect on treatment response. The comorbid diseases that adversely affect treatment response. In this review, CM disease burden, comorbid diseases, and current treatment options are discussed.

Chronic Migraine Disease Burden

CM is responsible for about 1% of all disability in the world and is among the major disability-causing diseases according to life-year-based evaluations (2). It is estimated that the cost of headache-related annual expenditure in the United States is 20 billion dollars and over 27 billion dollars in Europe (6,7).

Headache attacks in CM negatively affect the work life, education, academic, and social life of the patient. Several studies with the standardized Migraine-Specific Quality of Life Questionnaire and Migraine Disability Assessment (MIDAS) questionnaire have shown that CM is associated with significant workforce loss (5,8). In more than one quarter of patients, migraine-related disability is advanced and MIDAS scores are moderate-to-advanced at 90%. More than 65% of patients with CM report that headache adversely affects their work lives, and also, over half of the patients' state that their working efficiency is significantly reduced on days with headaches (8).

In the International Burden of Migraine Study (IBMS), more than half (57%) of the CM patients reported experiencing 5 days or more of occupational or school absenteeism during a three-month period, and 58% stated that they had difficulties in housework. The weekly work-time loss is 4.6 hours in migraine patients in CM and it is reported as 1.1 hours in rare episodic migraine (EM) (9).

Comorbidity

It is common for CM to be associated with disability and many comorbid diseases that adversely affect treatment response. The recognition and effective management of comorbidities have an important place in the treatment of migraine, especially in the case of CM (10,11).

Chronic Migraine and Comorbid Psychiatric Diseases

Depression is the most frequent psychiatric comorbidity in CM (8.6-47.9%) and the migraine-depression relation is bidirectional (11,12,13). Migraine is associated with a 2.5-fold increase in lifetime risk of depression. Depression is more frequently reported in patients with migraine with aura and CM, and depression is a well-known risk factor for migraine chronicity. Depression in CM is considered as a poor prognostic indicator (14,15,16,17,18,19,20).

The close association between anxiety disorders and migraine has been shown in community- and clinically-based studies (21,22,23,24). Generalized anxiety disorders, obsessive-compulsive disorder, and panic disorder are two-to-five times more common in CM (16,19). Anxiety disorders are more frequent in CM than in EM (30.2% and 18.8%, respectively), and anxiety disorder is a risk factor for CM (23). Hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis disorders, hormonal changes, serotonergic dysfunction, and psychogenic factors are the mechanisms proposed to explain the possible neurobiologic basis of the association between migraine and anxiety disorder (18,19,20,21,22).

Bipolar disorder-migraine association is reported in young adults and it is suggested to be more common in cases with migraine with aura (24). Post-traumatic stress disorders are more common in CM patients, which may be associated with childhood neglect and abuse (25,26,27). Tietjen et al. (28) emphasized that emotional abuse may be associated with CM and migraine chronicity.

Neurologic Comorbidities

When the sleep disturbances-migraine relation is examined, it is known that many sleep disorders including sleep apnea, restless legs syndrome, parasomnia and insomnia are frequent in migraine (29). In addition, sleep disorders are defined as independent risk factors for the chronicity of migraine. In CM, snoring, insomnia and daytime sleepiness are more frequent, and reduction in headache has been reported with behavioral sleep regulation (29,30,31).

There is conflicting information about the effect of epilepsy-migraine comorbidity on migraine. While some studies have reported an increase in the frequency of migraine attacks in epilepsy patients, the relationship between the frequency of attacks and epilepsy has not been demonstrated in other studies (32,33). Similar pathophysiologic mechanisms are suggested by the reason that both conditions are also channelopathies.

When vascular comorbidities are reviewed, migraine appears to be considered as a risk factor for ischemic stroke. Vascular risk factors such as hyperlipidemia and hypertension have been reported more frequently in CM. A community-based study reports that the risk of ischemic stroke is 1.7 times higher in patients with migraine with aura (34,35,36,37). Migraine with aura has also been associated with an increased risk of myocardial infarction and transient ischemic attack (37). Body mass index in CM is higher than in patients with EM, and obesity is also identified as an independent risk factor for migraine chronicity (38,39,40,41).

Rose et al. (42) reported a 3-fold increase in angina risk in a 10-year follow-up study in migraine patients with aura. No high risk for coronary artery disease was reported in the same study. In the Women’s Health study, migraine with aura was found to be associated with ischemic stroke and increased risk for all cardiovascular diseases (41). Buse et al. (4) reported a higher risk of heart disease / angina and stroke in patients with CM compared with patients with episodic (OR: 1.4, OR: 1.7, respectively). It is also known that patent foramen ovale, atrial septal aneurysm and mitral valve prolapse are seen more frequently in patients with migraine than healthy populations (41,42,43,44,45).
The relationship between the majority of chronic pain syndromes and migraine, especially CM, is well known. It is reported that this association is observed twice as frequently in CM and that more than 50% of CM patients have back-neck pain, arthritis and joint pain (46). In explaining the comorbidity of painful syndromes, abnormalities of the pain matrix, which involves the cortical and subcortical areas responsible for pain processing, is held responsible rather than a specific pain locus (47).

It has been shown that nearly half of all patients with fibromyalgia have migraine and that fibromyalgia accompanies migraine in 16-35% of patients (48).

When other comorbid disorders are examined, it is seen that patients with migraine are at increased risk for chronic bronchitis and asthma-related symptoms. Özge et al. (49) reported that atopic diseases were 1.7 times more frequently observed in children with migraine with aura. Studies have shown that irritable bowel syndrome is 1.6 times more frequent in migraineurs, that there is increased risk of celiac disease in children and adolescents with migraine, and that chronic fatigue syndrome and vasculitis are more frequent (50,51). There are a number of studies investigating the association of migraine with bruxism and temporomandibular dysfunction (TMD). Temporomandibular dysfunction is thought to be a risk factor for the presence of chronic daily headache (52,53).

Treatment Approaches

In ICHD-3 beta, CM is defined as ongoing frequent headache attacks for 3 months or longer (1). Although a definite time interval in the definition of the disease is very important in terms of standardization in scientific studies, it is important to evaluate prognostic markers in addition to the temporal profile of chronic pain. Assessment and treatment of chronicity-related comorbidities also constitute the basis of CM treatment (54,55).

The management of accompanying psychiatric disorders, sleep disturbances, and stress can lead to the conversion of CM into an episodic form, as well as preventing many patients with EM from chronicization.

Realistic determination of treatment goals in CM, introducing a temporal profile of treatment expectancy, and sharing this strategy with patient are among the important steps in the treatment (55). Treatment should include reduction of headache frequency, severity and progression, reduction of migraine-related disability (loss of workforce or education), and correction of the deterioration in the patient’s quality of life (2). Diagnosis of CM is quite easy for physicians who know the criteria and the disease, but it is important to evaluate the comorbidities and the variables that can lead to an increase in the frequency of pain. For this reason, it is essential to individualize the treatment, to carefully examine the comorbidities that can accompany, and to evaluate the patient in detail by the treating physician. In this article, we classified treatment strategies under three headings: (1) Behavioral therapies, (2) Pharmacological treatments, and (3) Interventional procedures.

Behavioral Therapies

Regulation of sleep and vital activities, avoidance of pain triggers: Sleep disorders are well known comorbid conditions associated with chronicity (27,56). Sleep deprivation or hypersomnia is associated with both migraine attack triggers and chronicity. However, sleep disorders are a wide spectrum of diseases and careful anamnesis and history must be deepened. There may be sleep disturbances associated with the patient’s lifestyle and habits (e.g., excessive daytime sleepiness, hypersomnia, daily alcohol intake, caffeine overuse, substance abuse).

Difficulty sleeping-maintaining and the associated diagnoses (e.g., sleep apnea syndrome, periodic leg movements, parasomnias) should be questioned carefully. As a result, it should be recommended to all patients that all factors negatively affecting sleep quality such as attention to sleep hygiene, avoidance of daytime sleep, regulation of bed times, excessive use of caffeine, and alcohol use should be corrected. Patient education, keeping the treatment expectations realistic, regular nutrition, increasing physical activity, abundant hydration, prevention and treatment of obesity, prevention of drug overuse should be offered to all patients.

More systematic and researched approaches include relaxation techniques, biofeedback, cognitive behavioral treatments, but the effects have not been fully proven and the practice in clinical practice is challenging due to the need for special expertise (57,58).

Avoidance of pain triggers should be recommended for all diseases, but it is important to note that a realistic plan can be drawn up that does not cause serious limitations in the life of the patient. Long trips, some social activities and environments can trigger many episodes in the patient, but the prohibition of a very long list can sometimes cause more disability in the life of the patient than CM. It is important to manage triggers that the patient enjoys; a strategy of accepting and coping rather than avoidance is important in improving quality of life (57,59).

Pharmacologic Treatments

Prophylactic treatment options of CM have been studied less than EM. Existing controlled studies have methodologic inadequacies. These studies include serious methodologic differences such as small sample size, frequency of quitting study, coexistence of other prophylactic drugs, failure to determine the specific headache type, and the inclusion/exclusion of drug overuse patients. Pharmacologic agents with the most clinical experience in CM include beta-blockers, topiramate, and amitriptyline (60,61,62,63).

In the presence of drug overuse in CM, both headaches should be coded according to ICHD-3 beta diagnostic criteria. The first approach in the treatment of these patients is discontinuation of analgesic overuse. There is no consensus on whether this is going to be gradual or sudden, but we advise our patients to stop medicines suddenly. Inpatient treatment of these patients is often not possible in our country, and frequent visits are difficult to perform in everyday practice. Appropriate prophylactic treatment should be initiated by monitoring comorbidities in conjunction with drug withdrawal. Two agents with proven efficacy are topiramate and botulinum toxin (BoNT) injections, but other prophylactic agents may also be used in advance. The literature on steroid use as transitional treatment is also contradictory. An important element that can make a difference in treatment in resistant cases with CM and drug overuse is the multidisciplinary approach of disease management. In addition to the physician, treatment with a team
of nurses, physiotherapists and psychologists with experience of headache is required.

Beta blockers (propranolol, timolol and metoprolol) are the first choice in migraine prophylaxis. Their efficacy has been demonstrated in migraine prophylaxis. Fatigue, sleep disturbances, depression, decrease in exercise tolerance, less frequently orthostatic hypotension, bradycardia and impotence are known side effects. They are contraindicated in the presence of congestive heart failure, asthma and insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus.

The efficacy of flunarizine, a calcium channel blocker, in migraine prophylaxis has been demonstrated in several studies. Flunarizine is effective at 5 and 10 mg doses. Weight gain and depression are reported as adverse effects.

Valproic acid is seldom preferred with the adverse effect profile, but there is a controlled study showing efficacy (64). Valproic acid is effective at 500 and 1000 mg doses. Weight gain, hair loss, and tremors in the hands are common adverse effects. Due to the fact that valproic acid is highly teratogenic, it should not be preferred as the first choice in women of childbearing age.

Topiramate appears to be the only prophylactic treatment that has been shown to be effective in the treatment of CM and drug overuse in randomized, placebo-controlled trials (60,61,62). Topiramate has been reported to be effective at doses of more than 100 mg/day. Behavioral and cognitive adverse effects, difficulty in finding words, weight loss, increase in intraocular pressure/blurred vision, numbness in hands and feet, and kidney stone formation are common adverse effects. In addition, it has a teratogenicity risk and may increase the frequency of cleft palate. For this reason, it should not be used as the first option in women of childbearing age.

Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors and selective norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors are used empirically in the treatment of CM, but there are no data to support the use of these therapies in CM and chronic tension headaches (65,66). Among antidepressants, amitriptyline has been reported to be effective at doses of 25, 100 mg in migraine prophylaxis. It can also be used in CM in a similar way. Dry mouth, sedation, weight gain are common adverse effects. Advanced age, heart rhythm disorder, prostate hypertrophy and urinary retention are contraindications.

In addition to treating CM as a specific entity, the diagnosis of comorbid diseases is also important in terms of treatment success. Our tertiary headache center experience supports that the regulation of triggers and the effective management of comorbid CM cases, is frequently used in our clinical treatment practice. BoNT is a neurotoxin produced by Clostridium botulinum, a Gram-positive anaerobic bacterium, and there are a total of 7 serotypes (A-G). The story of the BoNT-A serotype began with the discovery that acetylcholine release was reduced experimentally in 1949 and reached today through the studies done by ophthalmologists in 1960. Only type A (Botox®, Dysport®, Xeomin® and Prosigne®) and type B (Myobloc®) serotypes are available as commercial preparations in medical use. Botox® commercial preparation with proven efficacy in randomized controlled trials have been used for headache studies and have been licensed for CM diagnosis in many countries in 2010.

### Table 1. Selection of prophylactic agent according to comorbidity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pharmacologic approaches</th>
<th>Comorbidity</th>
<th>Adverse effects and contraindications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amitriptyline</td>
<td>Depression, anxiety, insomnia, underweight</td>
<td>Sleepiness, weight gain, arrhythmia, difficulty in urination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propranolol</td>
<td>Anxiety disorder, exam anxiety</td>
<td>Weight gain, depression, bradycardia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topiramate</td>
<td>Epilepsy, obesity</td>
<td>Difficulty in word finding, forgetfulness, weight loss, kidney stone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duloxetine, venlafaxine**</td>
<td>Depression, anxiety disorders, neuropathic pain</td>
<td>Drowsiness, sleepiness, Increase in blood pressure, difficulty in cessation of drug use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valproic acid***</td>
<td>Epilepsy, mood disorders</td>
<td>Weight gain, hepatotoxicity, pancytopenia, severe teratogenicity risk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Two placebo-controlled studies demonstrated its efficacy in chronic migraine.
**There are not enough studies showing their efficacy in chronic migraine, but they can be used in the presence of comorbid psychopathologies.
***Its efficacy in chronic daily headache was shown in a controlled study conducted by Yurekli et al (64).
Botulinum toxin (BoNT) has been shown to inhibit the release of acetylcholine in the presynaptic space in the neuromuscular junction. The toxin A consists of two polypeptide chains, a heavy chain of 100 kD and a light chain of 50 kD, which are connected to each other from the active parts by a disulfide bond. When the BoNT is injected intramuscularly, the C-terminal of the heavy chain binds specifically to the ganglioside receptor and synaptic vesicle glycoprotein-2 carriers and enters the nerve cell vesicle via endocytosis. Then the cleaved light chain passes through the vesicle into the nerve terminal cytoplasm, and cleaves SNAP-25 and syntaxin to prevent the formation of the SNARE protein complex on the membrane, which allows the neurotransmitters to bind and pass into the muscle and contract. It affects fusion proteins and inhibits acetylcholine release. This chemical denervation causes the flaccid paralysis of the muscle. The effect of BoNT is dose-dependent and reversible. Its effect starts after an average of 1 week and continues for 3-6 months. BoNT also acts in different ways in pain. Calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP), nitric oxide and cytokines play a role in sterile neurogenic inflammation that occurs in migraine. It is estimated that toxin is acting by inhibiting neurotransmitter and neuropeptide-containing vesicles (substance P, glutamate, CGRP, calcitonin-related peptide) from the peripheral trigeminal sensory nerve terminals in pain pathways (67,68). With this inhibition, it is thought that peripheral stimuli are reduced by blockade of transmission to secondary neurons, and by blocking central sensitization that is especially well defined in CM. BoNT has been shown to reduce the function of transient receptor potential vanilloid-1 in animal experiments and to affect nociception in the trigeminal ganglion (67).

Use of BoNT was evaluated in all primary headaches, but successful results were obtained only in cases with CM (69). While peripheral pathways are implicated in the etiopathogenesis of EM attacks, it is suggested that the main mechanism in CM is central sensitization and that some structural changes occur in the pathways associated with central sensitization through a similar mechanism in all neuropathic pain.

The clinical efficacy and the method/standard dose applications of BoNT with CM diagnosis started with PREEMPT trials, and the treatment previously administered with different methods and doses was accepted by many physicians after these trials. In the PREEMPT 1 and PREEMPT 2 studies published in 2010, a fixed 31-point injection of the frontal, temporal, occipital, and cervical regions was performed with 5 units (U) of BoNT per site in all patients (Figure 1) (70,71). Furthermore, 8 additional injections were given in addition to painful areas. Thus, 155-195U BoNT was applied to all patients in the study. The standard range of treatment is not clear, but our clinical practice is a one-year treatment at 3-month intervals followed by a prolongation of the duration of the treatment according to the frequency of pain.

The BOTOX preparation contains a total of 100 U of toxin, and it is diluted with 2 cc saline and applied at 5 U per site. If the toxin is not to be used immediately after dilution, it can be kept in the refrigerator for 2-24 hours at maximum for 24 hours. It is recommended that all vials used or not used at the end of this period be ineffective and should be discarded. After the procedure, the patient should be observed for 10-15 minutes and the patient should be informed about possible adverse effects. The adverse effects that we often see in our daily practice are listed in Table 2. In terms of the risk of developing ptosis and weakness among

![Figure 1. Botulinum toxin injection points](image-url)
these adverse effects, the injection points should be well known and should be practiced by experienced physicians. The reversible effect of treatment is advantageous in terms of adverse effects. BoNT administration at intervals of less than 3 months is not recommended because it may cause antibody development against toxin.

2. Peripheral Nerve Blocks (PNBs)

PNBs have been used for many years in refractory headache cases. In painful cases, PNBs are based on the ability of low-concentration local anesthetics to selectively block sensory nerve fibers. Ideally, motor functions are protected or minimally affected. The duration of the activity of PNBs depends on the dose and pharmacokinetic properties of the anesthetics used. They have a longer duration of action than anticipated in clinical practice. PNBs can provide well-being for a period of weeks or months, for a longer period than the effect of the anesthetic agent. The prolonged analgesic effect following neural block may be related to central pain modulation. Blockage of the head and neck nerves may also affect the painful syndromes in the regions outside the area innervated by these nerves. This result is often explained by the concept of “convergence” in the head and neck nosociceptive system (especially between trigeminal and upper cervical sensory afferents). Unfortunately, placebo-controlled trials of PNB procedures are inadequate. In this respect, it is not yet clear what dose, time interval, and application method should be used.

a) Greater Occipital Nerve (GON) Block

PNBs have been used in the acute and prophylactic treatment of many primary headache disorders over the last 30 years. PNBs can provide well-being for a period of weeks or months in a group of patients for a longer period than the effect of the anesthetic agent. The prolonged analgesic effect following nerve block may be related to central pain modulation. Controlled studies showing the efficacy of local anesthetics cannot be performed for the immediate recognition of the anesthetic effect. The main problem here is that there is no model that can mimic the effect of local anesthetics. Local anesthetics used in daily practice are often in the amide group (lidocaine, mepivacaine, bupivacaine, and prilocaine) due to low allergy risk. There is a 1% solution of lidocaine, and the effect starts in 4-8 minutes and lasts 1-2 hours. Bupivacaine solutions (0.25%-0.50%) are more effective and the effect lasts 4-8 hours. Most physicians use both molecules in combination. Although there are insufficient data on the proven efficacy, many physicians also add corticosteroid injections (often triamcolon or methylprednisolone) to treatment. There are insufficient data on the efficacy of the steroids, and the possible adverse effects of their addition to treatment should be known (delayed wound healing, local alopecia and skin atrophy).

The only nerve block on which controlled studies have been performed in CM treatment is GON block. In a multicenter, randomized, first placebo-controlled study published by Inan et al. (74) in 2015, GON block was shown to be effective in CM. In another study conducted in 2016, Cuadrado et al. (75) failed to demonstrate a similar effect. The effectiveness of GON block in CM treatment should be further investigated.

GON block is a common practice in our clinical practice in CM. Being a minimally invasive method, its reliability, being able to be used during pregnancy and lactation, and its cost stand out as the advantages of GON block. We especially use it as the first option in our daily practice in childhood CM treatment. The technique of injection is shown in Figure 2. However, the application of BoNT in childhood cannot be performed because there are no controlled studies. In addition, other adverse effects of various pharmacologic options that may be used as prophylactic agents and the difficulties of daily drug use limit their empirical use. In this case, we think that it is very important to keep GON block in mind as a very safe option.

b) Supraorbital and Supratrochlear Nerve and Sphenopalatine Ganglion (SPG) Blocks

The supraorbital and supratrochlear nerves are the branches of the ophthalmic division of the trigeminal nerve. Their subcutaneous localizations predispose them to traumatic injury and it should be remembered in cases of headache and facial pain following head trauma. Diagnosis is only possible with the suspicion of the physician, and local anesthetic applications are the most effective methods of diagnosis and treatment. In addition, there are also numerous case studies on its use in patients with migraine, cluster headache, and short-lasting

Table 2. Possible adverse effects of botulinum toxin administration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adverse effects</th>
<th>Incidence with botulinum toxin</th>
<th>Incidence with placebo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Headache</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ptosis</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back pain</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musculoskeletal stiffness</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle weakness</td>
<td>5,5%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myalgia</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain in the injection site</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
unilateral neuralgiform headache attacks with conjunctival injection and tearing (SUNCT). The SPG contains sensory, sympathetic, and parasympathetic autonomous fibers that join the maxillary branch of trigeminal nerve. SPG block may be performed transcutaneously or intraorally, or more easily and painlessly, from the lateral wall of the nasal cavity after topical anesthetic administration. Commercial products are available for improved application. Indications for SPG block are still not fully understood, but case reports have reported that good results are seen in patients with refractory cluster headache. There are case reports in the literature on its use in other trigeminal autonomic headaches and CM in selected cases (78).

3. Other Invasive Methods

Patients with refractory chronic headache can benefit from peripheral or central neurostimulation. Electrical stimulation has been investigated in various painful syndromes for many years. Non-invasive devices currently in use in the headache target supraorbital and vagus nerves (electrical stimulation) and cortex. Current invasive stimulation techniques target the occipital nerves, SPG (peripheral targets) and the ventral tegmental area. Neurostimulation treatment options can be considered as an alternative option for patients who do not want to use existing treatments and who cannot use them for various reasons (e.g., comorbidities, drug use, pregnancy) or refractory patients. The non-invasive neurostimulation device “Cefaly” was produced for transcutaneous supraorbital nerve stimulation. The device, which is connected like a headband and provides electrical stimulation at certain frequencies, is being tested in the treatment of headaches. The device has pilot studies on migraine attacks and prophylactic treatment, but the effectiveness is still not proven. Studies of deep brain stimulation and other invasive methods are more concentrated in cluster headaches (79,80,81,82,83).
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